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Young activists sue governor
Two girls, ages 11 and 15, and their mothers claim Kitzhaber isn’t doing enough
about climate change
By Adeline Bash

The Register-Guard

In a world run by politicians who are middle-aged or older, youth often struggle to make their messages for change loud enough to get
noticed.

But in Oregon, two girls seem to have discovered a loophole by sending a message to state officials that they don’t really have the option
to ignore — they are suing their governor.

In May, Eugene residents Olivia Chernaik, 11, and Kelsey Juliana, 15, with the help of their mothers, Lisa Chernaik and Catia Juliana,
filed a lawsuit against the state of Oregon and Gov. John Kitzhaber, accusing them of violating their duties to uphold the public trust and to
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protect the state’s atmosphere, water, land, fishery and wildlife resources from the impacts of climate change.

The lawsuit, organized and funded by a youth-focused environmental group called iMatter, on Monday was before Lane County Circuit
Judge Karsten Rasmussen, who was hearing a motion by the state to dismiss the case.

The lawsuit, part of a nationwide effort by the iMatter Trust Campaign, asks that Kitzhaber be mandated to gather new data on Oregon’s
greenhouse gas emissions and amend guidelines enacted in 2007 to better reduce the impact of climate change on Oregon’s environment.

The international trust campaign has helped establish similar lawsuits aimed at amending state and national policies on climate change
around the world. In this country, the group has filed a federal lawsuit, while youth from 49 states and the District of Columbia have filed
state suits.

“Climate change is the issue for the day,” said Tanya Sanerib, an attorney representing the two Eugene girls and their mothers, at
Monday’s court hearing. “If we don’t take action in the next year or so, we won’t be able to take action.”

The core of the lawsuit alleges that, because the state has not taken a firm enough stance on climate change, it has failed to protect
Oregon’s most important natural resources such as water and wildlife. And consequently, the suit alleges, the governor has violated the
“public trust” doctrine, which requires that the government preserve and maintain such resources for public use.

But the state’s position, articulated by attorney Roger DeHoog, is that it’s not in the state court system’s jurisdiction to step into legislative
issues by requiring the governor to revise state policies relating to climate change.

“We have the (U.S.) Constitution enforced to have separation between the legislator and court,” DeHoog said.

Citizens have the right to petition for the changing of laws, DeHoog said, but the court does not have the power to overstep its
constitutional bounds to aid them in doing so.

After testimony from both sides, Rasmussen said he remained undecided about whether to dismiss the case.

“What you’re asking me to do is profoundly greater than what is typically addressed in a public trust doctrine case,” said Rasmussen,
explaining that most such cases involve stopping a government from enacting policies rather than requiring that further actions be taken.
Allowing a court to impose rules on legislators, Rasmussen said, is a slippery slope.

“How big is this door that you’re asking me to open?” Rasmussen posed to Sanerib.

Rasmussen said he hopes to make a written ruling in the next few days.

If the judge rules against them, youth petitioner Juliana said she is prepared to take the case to the State Court of Appeals.

“This issue threatens our lives and our futures,” Juliana said. “I don’t know why we have to go to court and have to convince people of
that so heavily.”

Juliana, a sophomore at South Eugene High School, said she has been concerned about climate change her entire life and for years has
participated in grass-roots protests against inaction on the issue. She said she also sees the potential benefit of taking a more traditional
route for change through the legal system, and agreed immediately when asked by iMatter organizers to file the suit against the governor.

“If they reject this, then back to the streets we go,” she said.
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